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Introduction 
This report has been prepared in conjunction with a Development Application for proposed a hotel and conference facility in 

Kangaroo Bay.  The report addresses the relevant clauses of the Clarence Interim Planning Scheme 2015 in particular the 

Objectives, Local Area and Desired Future Character statements for the Particular Purpose zone applicable to the site in Kangaroo 

Bay. 

The application has been made by Circa Morris Nunn Architects / Hunter Developments and Shandong Chambroad Pty Ltd after 

much consultation with Clarence City Council and representatives of the Tasmanian Government through the Expressions of 

Interest process that has taken place over the last year for the re-development of this site in Kangaroo Bay. 

Location 
The site is on the eastern shore of the Derwent River between the Rosny shopping area to the north and the Bellerive waterfront 

and yacht club area to the south.  It is a waterfront site in the centre of Kangaroo Bay surrounded by gentle sloping hills to the 

north and west which provide residential areas as well as parkland to the City of Clarence. Kangaroo Bay is a significant boat 

mooring and yachting club harbour for Clarence having also a water taxi service to the CBD of Hobart. 
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Figure 1: Location of site

 

Rosny College is immediately adjacent to the north-west across the sports oval and foreshore park.  Access to the site is reached 

along Kangaroo Bay Drive road off Rosny Hill Road to the north.  There is a traffic light controlled intersection at Kangaroo Bay Drive 

and Rosny Roads.  Rosny Hill Road also has an overhead walkway from the shopping area towards Rosny College.  

A secondary access to the site is achieved from the end of Kangaroo Bay Drive off Cambridge Road at a set of traffic lights at 

Alma Street.  There is also an overhead walkway across Cambridge Road near the intersection with Alma Street.
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Figure 2:  Site Location map 

 

Figure 3:  Site location aerial view 

The site is also accessed from the south across an unsealed car parking area from the Bellerive Yacht Club.  This access is also 

served by a cycle and walking track that is being developed (and is almost complete) along the whole foreshore area of 

Kangaroo Bay.  This track also connects to Cambridge Road where there are bus stops to and from Rosny bus interchange and the 

CBD of Hobart. 

The site is located in a well serviced area with immediate waterfront access. There are shops, community services, a nearby 

cinema complex, Council Chambers, State Library and many restaurants and cafes.  There are the major supermarkets at Rosny as 

well as department stores.  There are however only a few visitor accommodation options in Bellerive. 
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Site and Surroundings 
The site is an irregular parcel of land which is presently Crown land with no title.  In order for the development site to be 

appropriately delineated a new title is being created.  This is shown on the plan of survey by Richardson & Birch dated 15/4/16.  

There are two public rights of way which impact upon the title shown in yellow on the survey plan.  One is a foreshore access Right 

of Way 4.0 m wide which extends the full river frontage of the site.  This is to enable public access to be ensured along the 

foreshore.  The second is a right of way of varying width across the site described as Lot 11 and having an area of 1,192m2.  This 

ROW is to facilitate access by vehicles with boats and boat trailers from Kangaroo Bay Drive through to the Bellerive Yacht Club 

and to ensure additional public access for walkers and cyclists is also maintained. 

The site encompasses both Lot 7 and Lot 8 on the survey plan. If the ROW to the Yacht Club is excluded from the site area the two 

Lots 7and 8 have a total area of 7,713 m2.  The survey plan of the title also has provision for a drainage easement and electricity 

provision easement shown respectively in blue and red. 

 

Figure 4: Survey of site 

 

Figure 5:  Aerial view of site 
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The site (Lot 8) is presently un-used except for a shed on the wharf and a small services building adjacent.  The site also includes an 

existing dwelling on Lot 7.  All buildings will be demolished with the redevelopment of the site.  The end of the cul-de-sac for 

Kangaroo Bay Drive has been full completed and Council’s landscape plan for the area along the foreshore of Kangaroo Bay is 

nearing completion. 

Proposal 
The proposal is to provide a hotel associated with TAFE hospitality education across all levels of learning from service to 

management.  The hotel will provide training and experience to students incorporated with the hotel’s 115 rooms.  The aim of the 

complex is to provide tertiary standard training in all levels of hospitality and tourism while providing exceptional accommodation 

to visitors including function facilities. 

The breakdown of the occupancy is as follows: 

• Hotel rooms  - 110 

• Serviced apartments - 24 

• Students; 105 

• Lecturers/Educators: 20 

• Restaurants and bars: 180 seats 

• Function centre :  120 seats 

• Retail:  450m2 

The design involves three buildings: 

• A main building of 5 levels having an elongated elliptical floor plan; 

• A secondary building aligning at roughly ninety degrees to the main building across a central transport corridor on site.  This 

secondary building will have 4 levels – two for students activities and two for serviced apartments associated with the hotel. 

•  A ground level carpark providing 66 spaces with an elevated garden over approximately 1/3 of the parking and 6 on –

street parking spaces.   
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The main and secondary buildings will be connected by an elevated pedestrian walkway at the third level.   

Both buildings will have roof top gardens as well as internal garden spaces. 

The proposed development will include on the ground floor of the main building (the hotel): 

• restaurant and bar; 

• hotel check in, all the required kitchen storage and luggage areas as well as toilets;  

• tenancy area for specialty shops; 

• function area and guest lounge; and 

• central garden courtyard. 

At first floor level in the hotel building there will be 33 hotel rooms, the second floor 35 hotel rooms, the third floor 17 hotel rooms.  

This gives a total of 76 visitor accommodation rooms. The hotel has a further fourth floor which occupies half of the building on the 

water side with a roof top restaurant facing the river and associated roof top garden area. 

The second (school/ hotel apartment) building on the ground floor will include: 

• two commercial tenancies – one opening out onto a courtyard with seating – a student café;  

• entry to the hotel run serviced apartments above; 

• a lecture theatre for students; 

• two classrooms; and 

• student facilities and library. 

The first floor level of the school/apartment building will be used for classrooms with an ‘e’-learning hub and student lounge.  The 

second floor and third floor will have matching layouts with 12 suites/apartments per floor – each of two bedrooms.  This results in 24 

hotel apartments in total in this building.  The school/hotel apartment building has then a garden on the roof level.  This garden is in 

turn protected by a membrane roof. 
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Access to the complex will be from the intersection of Rosny Road and Kangaroo Bay Drive, north of the subject site. The vehicular 

site entry and exit will be via the ROW into the proposed carpark.  Car parking on site is provided in a carpark with 46 spaces and 

an additional 20 spaces which are jockeyed, resulting in a total of 66 spaces. There is also be 6 short term spaces provided on-

street. 

As a separate second application to Council, associated with the complex now proposed, will be a new pier or jetty extending 

north-west from the main hotel building.  This will include a new ferry terminal as well as providing an arrival jetty for boats and 

yachts. 

The architect, Circa Morris-Nunn Pty Ltd has written an Architect’s Design Statement explaining the rationale of the project, giving 

further detail on materials and construction as well as the background behind the proposal’s inception.   

Clarence Interim Planning Scheme 2015 

Zoning 

The site is identified within the Clarence Interim Planning Scheme 2015 (the Scheme) as being a “Particular Purpose Zone 4 – 

Kangaroo Bay”.   

 

Figure 6:  Zoning of site and surroundings from “The List” 
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The land to the north of the site along the foreshore known as Kangaroo Bay Park is zoned appropriately “Recreation”.  
The Bay itself is zoned “Open Space” which differs from the majority of waterways in Tasmania which tend to be zoned 
“Environmental Management”.  A small section of the building at the western tip will extend over this area and outside 
the site.  This is discussed under separate heading “Open Space zoning” below.  Across Cambridge Road in red on 
Figure 6 is the “General Residential” Zone.  There is also a small section of “Inner Residential” zone to the north of the site 
shown in darker red/brown separated from the site by a stretch of the Kangaroo Bay Particular Purpose zone. 

  

Figure 7:  Section of building projecting into the Open Space zone 
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Open Space zone 

The building has a slight encroachment into the “Open Space” zone at its south western end.  In my opinion, this is excluded as 

requiring assessment under the Open Space zoning standards as it is in effect an “overhang” within the meaning of Clause 9.8 of 

the Scheme which states: 

“If an application for use or development of land includes development that overhangs land in a different zone to the land upon 

which the use or development is proposed to take place, the use status of the application is to be determined disregarding the use 

status in the different zone.” 

 Overlays 

There are two overlays applicable to the site: 

• Coastal Inundation Hazard Area, and 

• Waterway and Coastal Protection Area 

These are identified by The List on the following three diagrams: 

 

Figure 8:  Coastal Inundation Hazard 

 

Figure 9: Waterway Protection 

 

Figure 10:  Waterway protection 
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These Overlays are relevant to specific Codes in the Scheme being the Waterway and Coastal Protection Code E 11.0 and the 

Inundation Prone Areas Code E 15.0.  These Codes are addressed by separate expert consultant reports as required. 

Application requirements 

Clause 8.0 of the Scheme sets out the application requirements for use and development.  Clause 8.1.2 sets out the information 

that must be included in an application: 

(a) details of the location of the proposed use or development; 

(b) a copy of the current certificate of title for the site to which the permit sought is to relate, including the title plan and any 

schedule of easements; 

(c) a full description of the proposed use or development; and 

(d) a description of the manner in which the proposed use or development will operate. 

The requirements of (a) and (c) are met by the architects drawings and perspectives.  This report provides further information on 

(c) and (d) under the heading “Proposal”.  The Architect’s Design Statement also provides further information in regard to the 

operation of the proposal. 

Clause 8.1.2 requires the application to include a copy of the “current certificate of title for the site”.  The subject site is Crown land 

and has no certificate of title.  This is not uncommon for Crown land particularly foreshore land.  Similar instances have occurred in 

Hobart at Sullivans Cove.  The applicant has had the land surveyed to create a new parcel and this process is underway through 

the Land Titles Office.  A copy of this survey diagram is included with the application.  This will create a specific site, site area and 

boundaries to provide certainty for the land owner, the adjacent properties and Council alike. 

Clause 8.1.3 sets out the information that may be required in order to satisfy compliance with a standard. 

The application includes all necessary information including: 

• a Traffic Impact Assessment dealing with roads, access and parking  
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• a Report on Coastal Inundation Protection,  

• an Engineer’s report including stormwater management and design, and  

• a Marine Environment Report.   

The plans by the architect include elevations and a computer modelling of the buildings and their surroundings.  They also include 

details of pathways and landscaped areas.   

Shadow diagrams have been provided for the shortest day of the year.  Although all nearby residences were estimated to be 

unaffected, shadow diagrams have been undertaken for demonstration purposes. 

Use 

Clause 8.2 of the Scheme requires each use or development must be categorised in a Use Class in Table 8.2.  

“A use or development that is directly associated with and a subservient part of another use on the same site must be 

categorised into the same use class as that other use. If a use or development fits a description of more than one use class, 

the use class most specifically describing the use applies. If a use or development does not readily fit any use class, it must 

be categorised into the most similar use class.” 

The use class which best fits the proposed development in the school/apartment building at 2nd and 3rd floor levels is “Visitor 

Accommodation” which is use of land for providing short or medium term accommodation for persons away from their normal 

place of residence. Examples listed in the Scheme include residential hotel and serviced apartments.   

It is quite normal practice as ancillary uses for hotels to include commercial tenancies within their buildings.  This arrangement 

provides retail and other services to the visitors staying at the hotel as well as the public.  The Grand Chancellor Hotel is a case in 

point as it includes an art gallery, jewellery and accessories shop as well as the usual array of cafes and restaurants.  It also provides 

conference and concert facilities.  The Wrest Point Casino has similar facilities.  The proposed individual uses of areas within the 

complex are described in more detail in the section of this report headed “Proposal”.  

In terms of Scheme definitions the uses of the main building and the two tenancies at the ground floor of the second building 

would best be described in Use Classes “Hotel Industry”, “General Retail” and “Food Services”. 
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The portion of the school/hotel apartment building to be used for hospitality industry training would best be classified as 

“Educational”. 

The Use provisions of the Scheme that are applicable to the site are given under the particular heading of the Particular Purpose 

Zone Kangaroo Bay Section 35.0. All uses proposed are “discretionary” in this zone and this is discussed later in this report. 

I refer to the two buildings respectively as the “hotel” and the “school/hotel apartments” in the rest of this report for clarity although 

they have a connected/overlapping functional relationship. 

Particular Purpose Zone 4 - Kangaroo Bay  

Zone Purpose 35.1.1 

Zone Purpose statement Design Response 

35.1.1.1 To create a focal point for the City by 
providing an integrated range of tourism, 
recreational, commercial and residential uses and 
developments. 

The proposal provides a significant input of visitors to the area. 
This is a significant use initiative within Clarence.   It will also be a 
linked use with new educational facilities for students.  The future 
ferry will also link to the CBD of Hobart so enabling greater 
mobility of visitors and locals both to and from the CBD to 
Bellerive.  The hotel and its associated educational uses will also 
be a significant employer of staff. The hotel also includes a 
variety of accommodation types from single rooms to suites and 
two bedroom apartments. 
The outdoor and indoor spaces will provide public recreational 
opportunities in a variety of landscape settings. 

35.1.1.2 To promote appropriate development for the 
Bellerive Village and Kangaroo Bay foreshore area 
that embraces the unique and high-profile nature of 

the area while being responsive to the area’s 
constraints and physical context. 

The proposal is a unique use within Tasmania, combining the 
hotel and with the educational facility.  The proposed buildings 
have been designed to have a particular identifiable character 
and architectural form that responds to the surrounding maritime 
forms of Bellerive as well as the spatial form of the curve of 
Kangaroo Bay – the physical context. 
The materials and finishes will be of the highest quality as is 
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appropriate to a commercial facility of this standing which will 
accommodate both local, Australian and overseas travellers. 
In response to this Purpose Statement the Architects written 
design response is also relevant explaining the philosophy 
behind the design. 

35.1.1.3 To improve access, traffic circulation and 

pedestrian movement in the area. 
This is discussed more in the Traffic Impact Assessment however 
in summary the site at present is an underutilised area in need of 
significant upgrade.  There are pedestrian and vehicular routes 
through the site which are not clearly defined.  The proposal will 
generate pedestrian routes close to the water’s edge and direct 
identified vehicular route through the site which are both an 
improvement on access and circulation. 

35.1.1.4 To articulate a clear set of development 

controls for the area consistent with the strategic 
context. 

This is a matter for Council’s planning scheme and not for 
individual developments to consider – Not applicable. 

 

Local Area Objectives 35.1.2 

 

Figure 11: Local Areas as identified in the Scheme 
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The site as surveyed for the new title created from Crown land will be contained within (and make up the majority of) Area C – 

Wharf (se Figure 11 above).  The Local Area Objectives (which relate to all the Areas - A to D) are addressed below: 

“High quality development will be achieved by:” 

Local Area Objective Design Response 

(a) A consistent thematic approach, related to the waterside 
location and maritime activities, being reflected in the colours 

and materials of the built and spatial form. 

The response to this Clause of the Scheme is provided 
by the Architect’s Design Statement. 

(b) Active frontages to be developed along the boardwalk, 
Cambridge Road and Kangaroo Bay Drive. 

The proposal includes public access around the 
buildings and along the waterfront with the restaurant, 
shops and cafes opening out towards the water.  
There is also a central garden through the hotel which 
links to the entry.  Both the buildings also have roof 
gardens and internal gardens and both will be 
accessed from a formal entry as well as secondary 
entries. 

(c) Development forecourts along Kangaroo Bay Drive being 

integrated with the activities of the buildings. 
The hotel has a primary forecourt space at the end of 
Kangaroo Bar Drive which extends and completes the 
public park spaces along the foreshore.  This leads 
directly to the foyer as well as leads to the walk 
around the buildings edge adjacent to the water. 
A second entry into the school/hotel apartments also 
faces into the end of Kangaroo Bay Drive and this is 
associated with the classroom facilities and the 
student café will have an outdoor seating area to 
bring uses of this building to the outside. 

(d) Outdoor spaces being integrated and well connected 

with adjacent spaces and roads to allow for visual and physical 
permeability. 

This is one of the main features of the design.  The 
buildings both have transparent/translucent walls and 
internal garden areas creating both visual and 
physical permeability – see the Architect’s Design 
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Statement.  The uses on the ground floor of both 
buildings also open out physically into their surrounding 
spaces with large entry foyers. 

(e) The provisions of passive surveillance of the public space 
within and adjacent to the Boulevard through residential 
occupancy located above compatible commercial uses at 

street level. 

The hotel will be a 24/7 use.  The aim is also to provide 
a hotel of the highest standard so passive surveillance 
from the hotel to its surrounding outdoor spaces will be 
paramount to ensure safety of visitors and locals alike 
while maintaining the standards of the hotel. 

(f) The development along Cambridge Road to provide a 
defined edge to the street at a consistent scale, offering 
glimpses of the bay, and beyond, through corridors and 

laneways between buildings when viewed from Cambridge 
Road. 

The new school/hotel apartments will have a defined 
strong façade to Cambridge Road.  The Bay can be 
viewed from either end of the building towards the bus 
stops and back at the pedestrian over pass.  Despite 
this strong edge façade the building will be 
translucent with an internal 2 storey garden behind the 
glass and a delineated entry to Cambridge Road.  The 
building will also have a roof suspended and stretched 
above a roof garden so adding another dimension of 
visual invitation and architectural excitement. The 
building will present as a 3 storey building from 
Cambridge Road with a roof top garden.  This report 
discusses the impact of the building on view lines from 
properties across Cambridge Road in the section on 
“Building Height”. 

(g) The proposed development footprint along Kangaroo 
Bay Drive to provide a defined edge to the new street at a 
scale complementary with the escarpment, offering glimpses of 

the bay, and beyond, through corridors between buildings 
when viewed from Cambridge Road. 

The proposed complex will be clearly distinct as two 
buildings.  The entry to both will be identified by the 
awning and roof form of the Hotel “dipping down” to 
the central courtyard space. The Bay will be visible 
around the hotel from all angles and the school/hotel 
apartment building will “sit back” against Cambridge 
Road. 

(h) Signage being integrated into the design of buildings and Signage will be a separate application to Council.  In 
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relating only to business located on the site or to local public 

events held in area. 
principle it is proposed to be an integrated signage 
regime to ensure the signage is minimal and consistent 
with the quality of the hotel. 

(i) Illumination of roads, buildings, spaces or signage being 
sufficient for identification and to provide a safe environment 
without unreasonably impacting the residential amenity of 

surrounding areas. 

Like signage, the lighting of the proposal will progress 
with the detailed building designs as they are 
developed.  The lighting will be a regime consistent 
with the quality of the hotel and designed to ensure 
patron and public safety without annoyance to the 
visitors staying in the hotel or surrounding residences.  
The lighting regime is suggested to be appropriately 
dealt with as a condition on any permit given. 

(j) The redevelopment of the old ferry terminal providing an 
important destination and built form focus, with public access 

and activity spaces around the building. 

The hotel will be an important destination, an 
important built form with public access and activity 
around the whole building and the foreshore.  

(k) Development of, or contributions to, public art and 

artistic activity to focus interest in the public spaces. 
The development is proposing to include public art in 
its forecourt space.  This is appropriate to confirm as a 
condition on any permit granted.  This is a requirement 
of the Scheme under the Public Art Code E24.0. 

(l) Private carparking to be rationalised through: 
(i) Minimisation of private car parking within the 

Village. 
(ii) Any private car parking being integrated with the 
built form, primarily to the rear of developments. 

The parking for the site will be managed as Valet 
parking.  The site has no “rear” in reality and the 
buildings are therefore designed to be viewed “in the 
round”.  The parking is therefore minimised and 
partially hidden from view.  The parking is minimised as 
the objective is to maximise public access through the 
site and to ensure the public appreciation of the 
waterfront is maintained.  This is consistent with the 
Scheme statement.  It would be detrimental to the 
public use and value of the site to have a significant 
car park above ground.  It is also noted that due to 
the proximity to the water, an underground car park is 
not possible from an engineering standpoint. 
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(m) Traffic and access to be enhanced by: 

(i)The inclusion of vehicular access from the Marina to 
Kangaroo Bay Drive. 
(ii)The provision of a ferry transport node, boat lay-by, 

new berths and refuelling options in the Wharf. 

The proposal includes vehicular and pedestrian access 
from the Marina to Kangaroo Bay Drive.   
A second application for the ferry off the subject site is 
anticipated and its future location is indicated in this 
application. 

 

Desired Future Character 35.1.3 

The relevant statements are addressed for the Wharf Area applicable to the site: 

DFC statement Design Response 

35.1.3.1 
The Bellerive Village and Kangaroo Bay area 

is to be developed as a strong urban space 
reinforcing its role as a major entry to the 

waterfront. 

The subject site is the remaining under- utilised segment of Kangaroo Bay.  
It is in the centre of the Bay – having a primary location within the 
foreshore.  It therefore requires a strong architectural form or “strong 
urban space”.  The proposed development achieves this both in terms of 
its unique architecture and the surrounding open spaces. 

35.1.3.2 
Bellerive Village and Kangaroo Bay is to be 
treated as a waterfront precinct where 
physical and visual contact with the water is 

a valued experience. Accessing the area 
via the water through private and public 
watercraft will be encouraged and 

enhanced. 

The proposed development anticipates access and appreciation of the 
water by both visitors and the general public alike and will enable the 
ferry terminal application to be co-located in a second application to 
Council. 

35.1.3.4 
The foreshore of the Bellerive Village and 
Kangaroo Bay area is to be treated as a 

continuous public space with an emphasis 
on safe and legible pedestrian movement 
with community access to the foreshore 

and to adjacent precincts, particularly the 

The public areas surrounding both proposed buildings will be integrated 
with Council’s landscaping of Kangaroo Bay as a whole.  The Landscape 
Architects “Playstreet” have been employed to undertake the high 
quality urban design of the spaces surrounding the buildings. 
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city centre at Rosny Park. 

35.1.3.5 
High quality public space will enhance the 

social life of the city and the health of its 
residents through improvements to 
recreational opportunities and the creation 

or improvement of venues for outdoor 
events, festivals and the arts. 

The proposal will provide outdoor space around the Bay from the Village 
that also provides seating, café, shopping and entertainment 
opportunities adjacent to Council’s new park and between the Village 
and the shopping centre of Rosny.  This thereby extends and enlivens the 
pedestrian activity in the area and the potential for events and festivals is 
also increased. 

35.1.3.6 
High quality built form, through well 
designed architectural responses, will 

respond to the area’s opportunities as well 
as its constraints. The redevelopment of the 

old ferry terminal will provide a feature 
architectural element cognisant of its 
location and visual importance in the Bay 

while maintaining public access and activity 
around its periphery. 

Circa Morris-Nunn is a significant and awarded architectural practice in 
Tasmania.  The proposal is of the highest calibre in architectural terms. 
 
The site’s redevelopment will lead to a second application for a new ferry 
terminal.  Logistical reasons are behind the hotel and the ferry being 
taken in two stages.  The ferry terminal development requires a separate 
detailed analysis of the relationship with the Bay and the water actions 
within the Bay as well as engineering matters. 

35.1.3.7 
Re-establishment of the ferry terminal 
function will provide a strong enhancement 

of the pivotal public transport function in the 
wider area. Development should facilitate 

integrated urban transport services, 
including bus, ferry and cycle intermodal 
connections. 

 
The proposal includes access through the site which will be public and 
protected by Rights of Way.  It will enable vehicular, pedestrian and cycle 
access.  The Metro will also be consulted about expanding bus access 
with alternative or additional routes.  The road design of Kangaroo Bay 
Drive has been developed to cater for future bus usage as well as taxi 
drop off areas. 

35.1.3.8 
Residential development opportunities, 

generally above ground level commercial 
activities, will increase the number of people 

using the spaces and improve safety 

The hotel will provide passive surveillance at all hours.   
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through passive surveillance. 

35.1.3.9 
Development will be encouraged for the 

economic, social and environmental returns 
it will bring to the Council and community as 
well as the gradual consolidation of activity 

centres 

There is expected to be a considerable economic benefit from the 
hotel’s development.  It will provide a social advantage in the hospitality 
school as well as a various employment opportunities across various fields 
including the construction phase.  It is anticipated the hotel will also have 
spin off effects in terms of economic benefit to both Bellerive Village and 
Rosny shopping centre. 

 

Use 35.2 

The Uses fall within the following Use Classes in Table 35.2 and all are Discretionary: 

• Food Services 

• General Retail 

• Educational 

• Hotel Industry 

• Visitor Accommodation. 

The carpark is ancillary to the complex and the uses listed above, therefore it has not been categorised separately.   

Use Standards 35.3 

The objective of the Use standards is given in Clause 35.3.1:  

“To ensure that commercial activities do not have unreasonable impact on residential amenity on land within a residential 

zone.” 

The General Residential zone across Cambridge Road is, at its closest, 16 metres from the subject site.  The Inner Residential Zone to 

the north of the subject site is over 60 metres away.   

The Scheme standards addressed below refer specifically to impacts of development within 50 metres of a residential zone.  

Therefore the assessment made is limited to the houses across Cambridge Road in the General Residential Zone. 
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There are 2 dwellings in the Particular Purpose zone in Kangaroo Bay Drive being numbers 80 and 82.  They however are no 

affected by the proposal and are not in a Residential zone.  These two houses will have only some peripheral view loss across the 

Bay caused by the main building.  Their views are mainly oriented across the park area towards Rosny College. 

The Use standards have a set of Acceptable Solutions and Performance Criteria in Clause 35.3.1. 

The Table is reproduced below with the design response included. 

Acceptable Solution Performance Criteria Design Response 

A1 
 
Hours of operation of a 
use within 50 m of a 
residential zone must be 
within: 
 
(a)6.00 am to 10.00 pm 
Mondays to Saturdays 
inclusive; 
(b)7.00 am to 9.00 pm 
Sundays and Public 
Holidays except for 
residential, office and 
administrative activities. 

P1 
 
The operation of a use 
within 50 m of a residential 
zone must not have an 
unreasonable impact 
upon the residential 
amenity of land in a 
residential zone through 
operating hours. 

The hotel building is close to 50 metres from the nearest 
Residential zone which is on the eastern side of Cambridge Road.  
 
The school/hotel apartment building housing class rooms, library 
and serviced apartments is within 50 metres and significantly 
closer to the residential zone however there are no commercial 
uses within this building that would generate out-of-hours noise.  
The roof top garden will be for the use of occupants only will be 
managed 24 hours a day.   
 
The façade to Cambridge Road has no openings to Cambridge 
Road such as verandahs/decks which would enable sound to 
travel from the building across the road.  
 
The building also acts as a visual and audio “screen” for the main 
hotel. 
 
The noise from traffic on Cambridge Road would inevitably be a 
significant background that would balance out and mask any 
noise of people on the roof top garden.   
 
The serviced apartment use, although not strictly residential, is 
akin to a residential use and is in practice more managed that a 
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dwelling or group of dwellings would be.  The noise impacts 
would therefore be unlikely to have any unreasonable 
detrimental impacts on any existing residential zone thereby 
complying with Performance Criteria P1. 

A2 
 
Noise emissions 
measured at the 
boundary of a residential 
zone must not exceed 
the following: 
 
(a)55dB(A) (LAeq) 
between the hours of 
7.00 am to 7.00 pm; 
(b)5dB(A) above the 
background (LA90) level 
or 40dB(A) (LAeq), 
whichever is the lower, 
between the hours of 
7.00 pm to 7.00 am; 
(c)65dB(A) (LAmax) at 
any time. 
 
Measurement of noise 
levels must be in 
accordance with the 
methods in the 
Tasmanian Noise 
Measurement 
Procedures Manual, 
issued by the Director of 

P2 
 
The operation of a use 
within 50 m of a residential 
zone must not have an 
unreasonable impact 
upon the residential 
amenity of land in a 
residential zone through 
noise or other emissions in 
their timing, duration or 
extent. 

This Acceptable Solution and Performance Criteria would appear 
to only be applicable once a use is established and functioning 
so it can be tested.  The noise emissions cannot be measured at 
the boundary of the residential zone until such time as the use 
commences.   
 
If there is concern that noise emissions would have some 
reasonable expectation of having an impact on the residential 
zone, a condition requiring appropriate testing can be included 
in the permit.  This is however not necessary in my opinion for the  
reasons stated above. 
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Environmental 
Management, including 
adjustment of noise 
levels for tonality and 
impulsiveness.  
Noise levels are to be 
averaged over a 15 
minute time interval. 

A3 
 
External amplified loud 
speakers or music must 
not be used within 50 m 
of a residential zone. 

P3 
 
The operation of a use 
within 50 m of a residential 
zone must not have an 
unreasonable impact 
upon the residential 
amenity of land in a 
residential zone through 
noise or other emissions in 
their timing, duration or 
extent. 

The hotel and its associated outdoor areas are approximately 50 
metres and more from the residential zone and the outdoor 
areas face towards the water.  The hotel will be a quiet building 
with an external environment out of hours that is satisfactory for its 
patrons in order to provide a high quality of accommodation 
and all outdoor areas are monitored by staff. 
 
There would be no external amplified music associated with the 
hotel erviced apartments and student classroom building.  A3 is 
therefore satisfied. 
 
Any possible concerns regarding future activities once the 
buildings are occupied can be controlled by condition of a 
permit. 

A4 
 
External lighting within 50 
m of a residential zone 
must comply with all of 
the following: 
 
(a)be turned off 
between 11:00 pm and 
6:00 am, except for 

P4 
 
External lighting within 50 
m of a residential zone 
must not adversely affect 
the amenity of adjoining 
residential areas, having 
regard to all of the 
following: 
 

This would again appear to be a matter where the condition of a 
permit can ensure compliance with A4 and P4.  All external 
lighting would be contained within the site and lighting of the 
roof top gardens would be for security and safety only and would 
not cause light disturbance outside the zone. 
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security lighting; 
(b)security lighting must 
be baffled to ensure 
they do not cause 
emission of light outside 
the zone. 

(a)level of illumination 
and duration of lighting; 
 
(b)distance to habitable 
rooms in adjacent 
dwellings. 

A5 
 
Commercial vehicle 
movements, (including 
load & unloading and 
garbage removal) to or 
from a site within 50 m of 
a residential zone must 
be within the hours of: 
 
(a)7.00 am to 6.00 pm 
Mondays to Fridays 
inclusive; 
(b)9.00 am to 5.00 pm 
Saturdays; 
(c)10.00 am to 12.00 
noon Sundays and 
Public Holidays. 

P5 
 
Commercial vehicle 
movements, (including 
load & unloading and 
garbage removal) to or 
from a site within 50 m of 
a residential zone must 
not result in unreasonable 
adverse impact upon 
residential amenity having 
regard to all of the 
following:  
 
(a)the time and duration 
of commercial vehicle 
movements;  
 
(b)the number and 
frequency of commercial 
vehicle movements;  
 
(c)the size of commercial 
vehicles involved;  
 
(d)the ability of the site to 

This criterion is a function of management of the use and can be 
imposed as a condition or an advice on the permit.  It is however 
not considered necessary to impose any managerial conditions 
in this instance as the school/apartment building would act as a 
barrier between the commercial vehicle movements on site and 
the residential zone across Cambridge Road.   
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accommodate 
commercial vehicle 
turning movements, 
including the amount of 
reversing (including 
associated warning 
noise);  
 
(e)noise reducing 
structures between 
vehicle movement areas 
and dwellings; 
(f)the level of traffic on 
the road;  
 
(g)the potential for 
conflicts with other traffic. 

 

In summary, the matters covered by these clauses are matters of noise and lighting from a commercial use to a residential zone.  

The school/hotel apartment building will act as a buffer between the hotel building and the General Residential zone across 

Cambridge Road.  In terms of noise, the existing noise from Cambridge Road must be taken into account and is likely to be a 

significant influence reducing further the perceived impacts of the proposal. 

Development Standards for Buildings and Works 35.4 

There is a grouping of Acceptable Solutions and Performance Criteria under separate headings of Urban Design, Building Height, 

Setback.  There are also standards for outdoor space for dwellings and subdivision.  These latter two considerations are not 

applicable to this proposal. 

Urban Design 

To ensure built form and spatial form is a high quality and well designed to respond to the context of the area. 
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The only applicable standard for new buildings is the Performance criteria which states: 

P1  The urban design of the development satisfactorily responds to the context of the site through: 

(a) private spaces are to provide open 

and clear connection to public spaces; 

The private spaces, i.e. those private to the hotel alone, are on the roofs of 
the two buildings.  There are smaller open spaces/patio areas associated 
with the roof top restaurant and the premier hotel rooms and suites.  All 
other areas at ground level are publicly accessible with a direct and clear 
transition between the two; being in the internal garden spaces associated 
with the entries and foyer. 

(b) development forecourts are to be 
interconnected to provide for easy and 

legible movement between each other; 

All the forecourt spaces are interconnected with each other and to the 
hotel and school/hotel apartment building. 

(c) frontages to the street and 

pedestrian areas are to be active while 
entrances to buildings and spaces are to 
be legible in the wider streetscape. 

The frontage to Kangaroo Bay Drive is provided with a forecourt and public 
space which is active 24 hours a day.  The school/hotel apartment building 
also has its primary entry from this forecourt and a secondary entry from 
Cambridge Road at first floor level.  This clearly divides the building and 
defines the entry foyer allowing a direct route through the building from 
Cambridge Road to the forecourt of the complex. 

 

Building Height 

To ensure that the scale of the development is appropriate for the context of the development and the buildings define the public 

spaces and streets. 

The only Acceptable Solution applicable for this development is that the building is 2 storey in height at the frontage to a public 

road.  As the buildings proposed are 4 and 5 storeys the Performance Criteria P1 are the relevant standards for assessment: 

(a)The height of buildings are to be 
consistent with the Zone Purpose 
Statements, Local Area Objectives and 
Desired Future Character Statements; 

The Zone Purpose, Local Area and Desired Future Character Statements 
are all addressed previously in this report and are all satisfied. The heights of 
the buildings proposed do not contravene any of the Statements.  The 
architect has developed a number of photo-montages to show the 
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proposal from various positions in the Bay. 

(b)The height of buildings within the Village 
area is to be generally consistent with the 
surrounding development; 

Not applicable to the Wharf. 

(c) The height of buildings within the 
Boulevard area should generally not 
exceed 3 storeys above the escarpment at 
that location; and 

Not applicable to the Wharf.   

(d)Increased height of buildings in the 
Marina and Wharf areas may be 
considered where the development 
incorporates a scale and architectural 
response that is cognisant of its location 
and visual importance in the Bay and 
surrounds. 

The Village has buildings up to and including 4 storeys.  The Boulevard as 
indicated above permits up to 3 storeys.  The proposed development 
represents an “increase” in height above this.  The architecture, form, and 
finish of the buildings are of the highest standard and the complex is 
designed to make the buildings an iconic focus for the Bay. 

 

There will be loss of views caused to buildings across Cambridge Road.  This is inevitable with any building which is one storey or 

more on Cambridge Road.  The buildings across Cambridge Road from the site are slightly elevated above the road itself but they 

are mostly single storey and set back from the road with front gardens. 

The following photograph shows these properties while the second photograph shows the view across the site from the front of the 

properties. 
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Figure 12:  Properties across Cambridge Road 

 

Figure 13:  View to site from across Cambridge Road

Figure 13 shows that even single storey development above Cambridge Road would affect the views from this group of buildings.  

They are however not all residential in use.  Numbers 51, 53 and 59 are buildings that are associated with School and Church uses.  

There is therefore one dwelling (No. 55) affected by loss of view.  

Views from any use, be it residential or otherwise, are not protected by the Scheme zoning for this site.  The Particular Purpose Zone 

aims to achieve an iconic development for this section of Kangaroo Bay.  The building height “standard” quoted above in (d) for 

the Wharf is loosely worded and implies that buildings above 3-4 floors can be approved at the discretion of Council.  Any building 

above one storey on the Wharf ground level would affect the view shown above.  The loss of view to these properties across 

Cambridge Road is therefore in my opinion an inevitable result of development of the site to achieve the Objectives of the 

Kangaroo Bay Zone. 
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Setbacks 

As there is no building envelope described as part of a subdivision and there is no subdivision proposed, the only applicable 

assessment is under the Performance Criteria. 

(a) Setbacks from frontages to the 
boardwalk and Kangaroo Bay Drive and to 
be sufficient to contain activities within 
development forecourts; 

 
The forecourt area is extensive and connected directly to the turning area 
of Kangaroo Bay Drive and the Council park.  It is able to contain many 
possible activities and service the entry to the hotel. 

(b) Setbacks between buildings are 
sufficient to allow for view corridors through 
and beyond the area. 

The orientation of the hotel – projecting into the Bay ensures it has a limited 
profile across the waterfront.  It is setback on a public walkway around the 
building ensuring extensive views.  There are view corridors between the 
two proposed buildings and around and beyond from all the public spaces 
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provided (see diagram).  

 

Codes 

E 5.0 Roads and Railway Assets and E 6.0 Parking and Access 

The roads and access to the site have been recently upgraded.  This has taken place with the significant development of the site 

in mind, in concert with the overall creation of the Kangaroo Bay foreshore Park and Bellerive Village upgrade.  There are no 

significant access and road impacts that would be created by the hotel development.  The applicant’s Traffic Engineer, Keith 

Midson has provided a report addressing roads, access and parking and the necessary requirements of the two Codes in the 

Scheme. 

E 7.0 Stormwater Management 

In addition to any other application requirements, the planning authority may require the applicant to provide a report from a 

suitably qualified person advising of the suitability of private and public stormwater systems for a proposed development or use.  

The applicant’s Engineer, Aldanmark, has provided a report on stormwater management accordingly addressing the requirements 

of the Code 

E 11.0 Waterway and Coastal Protection 

“In addition to any other application requirements, the planning authority may require the applicant to provide any of the 

following information if considered necessary to determine compliance with performance criteria: 
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(a) a natural values assessment; 

(b) a soil and water management plan; 

(c) a coastal processes assessment; 

(d) a site survey from a qualified land surveyor identifying the location of a Waterways and Coastal Protection Area, a 

Future Coastal Refugia Area or a Potable Water Supply Area, if uncertainty exists as to the relative location of the 

development site.” 

The applicant has provided a report by Sam Ibbott of Marine Solutions covering the natural values of the foreshore of the site and 

its coastal processes.  The matters identified in (d) are not applicable in so far as the site is not a Future Coastal Refugia Area or a 

Potable Water Supply Area.  The Waterways and Coastal Protection Area does not need surveying in my opinion as it extends 

across half of the site as identified in Figure 9 of this report.   

Mr Ibbott’s report also addresses the following as required by the Code:  

(a) avoid or mitigate impact on natural values; 

(b) mitigate and manage adverse erosion, sedimentation and runoff impacts on natural values; 

(c) avoid or mitigate impacts on riparian or littoral vegetation; 

(d) maintain natural streambank and streambed condition, (where it exists); 

(e) maintain in-stream natural habitat, such as fallen logs, bank overhangs, rocks and trailing vegetation; 

(f) avoid significantly impeding natural flow and drainage; 

(g) maintain fish passage (where applicable); 

(h) avoid landfilling of wetlands;  
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(i) works are undertaken generally in accordance with 'Wetlands and Waterways Works Manual' (DPIWE, 2003) and 

“Tasmanian Coastal Works Manual” (DPIPWE, Page and Thorp, 2010), and the unnecessary use of machinery within watercourses 

or wetlands is avoided. 

Mr Ibbott concludes that the development can be undertaken with minimal detriment to the surrounding marine environment 

recommends appropriate risk management strategies.. 

The Code also requires that: 

Development must involve no new stormwater point discharge into a watercourse, wetland or lake. 

or 

Development involving a new stormwater point discharge into a watercourse, wetland or lake must satisfy all of the 

following: 

(a) risk of erosion and sedimentation is minimised; 

(b) any impacts on natural values likely to arise from erosion, sedimentation and runoff are mitigated and managed; 

(c) potential for significant adverse impact on natural values is avoided. 

These matters have been dealt with by Consulting Engineers, Aldanmark, in consultation with Council and Mr Ibbott of Marine 

Solutions. 

E 15.0 Inundation Prone Areas 

All matters of requirement under the Inundation Prone Areas Code have been dealt with by Consulting Engineers, Aldannmark. 

E 24.0 Public Art  

E24.5 Application Requirements  

“Developments with development costs over $1M must:  
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Provide a contribution to public art at a ratio of 1% of the cost of the development, up to a maximum of $20,000.  Such 

contribution must be made as a cash payment to the Clarence City Council Public Arts Fund to be allocated to public art 

on public land within the precinct containing the development site (Acceptable Solution). 

or 

Provide public art works valued at a ratio of at least 1% of the cost of the development, up to a maximum of $20,000. Such 

contribution must be provided in a form and location agreed to by Council (Performance Criteria) 

The developer intends to provide public art on the site in the forecourt area in accordance with the latter option above.  This can 

be guaranteed by a condition on the permit which is consistent with the requirements of the Public Art Code. 

E 26.0 Hotel Industries 

In addition to any other application requirements, a discretionary application for a hotel industry must be accompanied by a Hotel 

Industry Impact Assessment which addresses certain issues. This Code appears to address itself to the possibility of a traditional 

Australian pub/hotel providing live music, similar to a venue one might expect in St Kilda.  This is obviously not the same style of 

hotel proposed.   Each point has however been responded to where applicable in the following table: 

Hotel Industry Impact Assessment 

(a) description of the proposed use, 
hours of operation and type and 

duration/frequency of 
music/entertainment 

The proposed use is an accommodation hotel with restaurants, cafes, 
attendant shops and guest lounge areas.  The hours of operation of the 
individual uses on site are not known in specific figures however the hotel 
will operate 24 hours and 7 days a week with the associated uses having 
hours that service the hotel appropriately. 
There is no specific time for music or entertainment proposed however the 
hotel provides function rooms for entertainment such as weddings and 
have hours of operation that allow for such and similar functions without 
disturbing other guests in the hotel. 

(b) location of any music performance 
areas or speakers, external doors and 

There are no outdoor entertainment arenas or performance stages 
proposed.  The function rooms are shown on the plans. There are no 
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windows, any other noise sources, and 

waste storage areas 
outdoor speaker systems proposed 

(c) details of entry points, external 

areas for smokers, seating and a waste 
management plan 

The details of entry points and indicative external seating areas are shown 
on the plans. The waste from the hotel will be managed by a waste 
management contractor. 

(d) the nature and location of 

surrounding uses, and for non-residential 
uses their hours of operation, and a written 

description of the site context and how 
potential conflicts with nearby sensitive 
uses will be resolved 

The site is adjacent to a public park to the north and two dwellings.  The site 
is then adjacent to Cambridge Road to the east and to the west is the Bay.  
To the south is the Bellerive Yacht Club car park. 
There are unlikely to be any conflicts with the two dwellings to the north 
and the hotel is managed 24 hours a day so contact can be made at any 
time. 

(e) details of the proposed 
management of noise in relation to noise 

sensitive areas within audible range of the 
premises, including residential uses and 

accommodation and associated private 
open space 

The hotel management will be responsible for noise control on site.  Noise 
will be kept to a minimum out of hours to ensure the comfort of occupants 
as well as neighbours. 

(f) a summary of consultation with 

immediate adjoining 
landowners/occupiers and proposed 

measures to address any concerns 

There has been no direct consultation with any adjoining land owner at this 
stage in the development of this proposal.  It is however noted that the site 
is “earmarked” for significant commercial development by the Scheme 
standards. 

(g) the location of lighting within the 

boundaries of the site, security lighting 
outside the licensed premise and any 
overspill of lighting 

The lighting of the hotel will be a matter of condition and detail at building 
application stage.  This will be to secure the safety of the public and visitors 
and no light spill will occur to residential areas. 

 

Summary 
The site is one which has been considered significant by Clarence City Council in strategic planning terms.  The Kangaroo Bay area 

has been given a “Particular Purpose” Zone within the Interim Scheme and four areas within that zone of differing characters have 
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been identified.  The subject site has been identified as the Wharf Area and has been given scope for development that is high 

quality, active, an important destination and built form, a focus for the Bay and so forth - these are words and phrases from the 

Scheme itself.   

The proposed hotel and hospitality school achieves the Objectives of the Particular Purpose Zone and the Objectives of the Wharf 

Area.  Circa Morris Nunn Architects have designed an iconic pair of buildings that have an exciting dialogue with the Bay and the 

foreshore in architectural form as well as the surrounding public space and landscaping. 

The Wharf Area site has a set of Desired Future Character Statements which are also met and the high quality of the proposal will 

consolidate and complete the foreshore area of the Bay while providing the community and Council with a substantial economic 

and social benefit. 

The use and development standards of the Scheme are generally worded to ensure that the commercial uses on the site do not 

cause unreasonable detriment to the surroundings from noise, lighting and traffic activity.  An international standard hotel is unlikely 

to cause such issues and is managed and monitored by staff at all hours.  The school/hotel apartment building also creates a 

buffer between the residential zone across Cambridge Road and the hotel use.   

The buildings have been designed to have a height and form consistent with the iconic status required to be achieved under the 

Scheme Objectives for the site.  The fenestration of the buildings ensures their uniqueness and quality and creates the necessary 

visual statement for the site to become a focus for Kangaroo Bay. 

In regard to the Codes of the Scheme, the applicant has consulted with Marine Environment expert Mr Sam Ibbott, Consulting 

Engineers Aldanmark and Traffic Engineer, Keith Midson of Midson Traffic.  All requirements of these Codes can be satisfactorily met 

by the proposal either in its planning design or as conditions on a planning permit or within the necessary following building 

application and final detailed design. 

 

Kate Loveday  B Arch 
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Personal Architectural Notes for a unique project 
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Background to the Design Ideas:  
 
 

Background: Hunter Developments and Chambroad 
 
In early December last year, Hunter Developments were contacted by the Office of the Co-
ordinator General. The contact was to ascertain if the Expression Of Interest that Hunter 
Developments had previously submitted to Clarence Council for the Redevelopment of Kangaroo 
Bay could be reinterpreted to include a School of Hospitality in addition to a proposed hotel. 
Furthermore, since Hunter Developments were not proposing to be the long-term 
investor/operator for the development, the question was asked as to whether the Kangaroo Bay 
development could evolve to become the first major investment outside China of Shandong 
Chambroad Pty. Ltd. 
 
Our answer in the affirmative led to formal meetings with Chambroad, in particular with Ma 
Yunsheng, Chairman of the Board, who came to Tasmania and met with Tasmanian Government 
and Clarence Council representatives. 
 

 
 Ma Yunsheng on his visit to Tasmania, demonstrating a calligraphy-learning tool for us Westerners to ‘practice’ with. 
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Shandong Chambroad Holding Co. Ltd is located in Shandong Province, which is the home of 
Confucius and Mencius as well as the birthplace of Sun Tzu, a famous military strategist of ancient 
China. Chambroad is a large-sized privately run enterprise engaged in many diverse activities such 
as petro-chemicals, technology & education, culture & art, environmental protection, agriculture 
and real estate. In 20 years Chambroad has evolved from a school-affiliated factory with less than 
100 staff to today being one of the top 500 enterprises of China with more than 10,000 staff. 

  Confucius 
A unique feature of Chambroad is the fact that its corporate structure has been evolved from the 
teachings of Confucius (551 – 479 BC) a Chinese teacher, editor, politician, and philosopher.  

The philosophy of Confucius emphasized personal and governmental morality, correctness of 
social relationships, justice and sincerity. Confucius's principles had a basis in common Chinese 
tradition and belief. He championed strong family loyalty, ancestor veneration, and respect of 
elders by their children and of husbands by their wives. He also recommended family as a basis 
for ideal government. He espoused the well-known principle "Do not do to others what you do not 
want done to yourself.  

Chambroad has adopted these precepts and woven them into a code of ethics across all of the 
diverse businesses now functioning under its broad corporate umbrella. 
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Overall Design Response 
Clause 35.1.3.6 of the Planning Guidelines asks for: High quality built form, through well designed 
architectural responses, will respond to the area’s opportunities as well as its constraints. 
  
The project comprises two interconnected buildings: 

1. The Main Hotel; guest suites, restaurants, hotel reception, bar, back of house facilities 

2. The Serviced Apartments / Hospitality School: two stories of each as a separate rear 
building abutting Cambridge Road. 

Clause 35.4 (d) states: Increased height of buildings in the Marina and Wharf areas may be 
considered where the development incorporates a scale and architectural response that is 
cognisant of its location and visual importance in the Bay and surrounds.    

The proposal is transformational, not only for Kangaroo Bay itself, but the impact it will have 
directly and indirectly on tourism and particularly tourism education throughout Tasmania. 

The architectural design is unashamedly iconic, intentionally so, and we believe this particular site, 
projecting as it does out into Kangaroo Bay, is prominent enough to carry the building as a 
dominant architectural form.  

It will redefine Hobart’s Eastern shore. It is simply a ‘landmark’ project. The only example at all 
similar in political, social and economic terms to this proposed hotel development was the 
establishment in 1973 of Australia’s first legal casino at Wrest Point, Lower Sandy Bay, which is 
currently Hobart’s and indeed Tasmania’s tallest tower.  

Apart from the unique architectural qualities of the design of the hotel itself, what is truly ground 
breaking is the incorporation as a fully integral part of the whole development, a School of 
Hospitality, where students will receive tertiary standard education in all aspects of hotel 
management and associated tourism related subjects. This will be the first time in Australia that 
such courses will be set up and offered to all students, not just employees within a hotel group as 
essentially their own ‘in-house’ training scheme. 

the evolution of the design 
Our proposal is not a tower. The overall concept was worked out collaboratively with Ma 
Yunsheng as the expression he personally wanted for his first major development outside 
Shandong, his home province in China. From our own perspective we wanted the design to also 
be cognisant of its panoramic Derwent Estuary site and the Tasmanian ‘sense of place’ into which 
this unique structure will be located. 
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So what are we thinking? 

The brief from Chambroad was that the development should be ‘iconic’, in the same manner as 
the Sydney Opera House and The Beijing Olympic Stadium, ‘the Bird’s Nest’ (repeating their 
specific words they gave to us as a guide)…but obviously from our perspective also true to what 
the building should be within the Greater Hobart environment. 

  

Sydney Opera House     Beijing Olympic Stadium 
 

We are proposing a building that is visually derived from its site on the edge of Kangaroo Bay. It is 
visually a ‘boat’, which could be read as a ship’s hull about to be launched out into the bay.  
 
We feel this is a poetic but appropriate response to Clause 35.1.2.2(a) of the Planning Guidelines 
for the site, namely: ‘A consistent thematic approach, related to the waterside location and 
maritime activities, being reflected in the colours and materials of the built and spatial form’. 
 
Clause 35.1.1.2 requires us as architects to: ‘promote appropriate development for the Bellerive 
Village and Kangaroo Bay foreshore area that embraces the unique and high-profile nature of the 
area while being responsive to the area’s constraints and physical context.’ 
 
The main building is essentially three stories of hotel suites, a uppermost floor premier restaurant 
at the ‘prow’ end of the hotel/boat, all of which are above a Ground Floor, which comprises hotel 
lobby and reception, bar, informal lounge / dining, kitchen, commercial tenancies, etc, all 
surrounded by a perimeter public boardwalk. 

The rear building houses the separate teaching facilities for the Hospitality School on its lower two 
floors, with two floors of 2 bedroom family apartments, run by the hotel as part of its overall 
accommodation offering, and connected back to the hotel by a curving aerial bridge. There will be 
indoor and garden courtyards with unique plantings inside both buildings, with all roofs being fully 
vegetated, and floating over all below, somewhat like taut drum skins, are tensile woven fabric 
membrane roof canopies. 
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The main hotel building, when viewed from the waterfront promenade.  

The overall form we are looking at somewhat akin to the outward leaning skin of the Velodrome 
for the recent London Olympics. It is also similar to an office we put inside a truncated conical 
form (the multi award winning EcoCentre in Scottsdale) in 2000, but in this project the truncated 
cone was inverted and stretched around a completely separate internal office building.  

   

Forest EcoCentre (a building in a separate enclosure)      London Olympic Velodrome (with a membrane roof) 
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The initial carboard and balsa model 

 
First Floor layout from the CAD model as it is evolving…. 

prominent boat / buildings  
There are a number of international precedents which have used the abstracted quality of a boat 
hull as an architectural form-creating device. One of the most famous is located in Amsterdam 
where the end of a motorway becomes a submerged tunnel under the harbour, with this site 
being utilised as a dramatic location for a nautical museum, the Nemo Science Museum. 
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Renzo Piano’s Nemo Science Museum in central Amsterdam, which juts right out into the harbour. 

 

  

Dubai Opera House with its ‘prow’.   Plymouth UK, Western Union Offices  

Likewise Dubai Opera House is a prow of a boat, and Plymouth being a coastal port is home to a 
unique boat shaped office block, actually referred to locally as the ‘ship’. In all these instances, 
there is a geographic reason for the ship’s hull being evoked in the architectural form, and basically 
it is because the buildings in question, like our own project, have an intimate relationship with a 
large body of water, either a harbour or the main waterfront.  
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the project as a symbolic ‘horticultural Noah’s Ark’  
The second fundamental idea is that, in this project, the vessel (the ‘mother ship’ in Ma 
Lunsheng’s translated words) that is taking the traditions of China out into the broader world.  

In abstract terms, this is the Confucian ideals that Chambroad is founded on, but it visually finds 
its expression in the hotel being host to plants that originally were native to China, and with their 
great explosion around the world, they became the basis of a large proportion of plants grown in 
European gardens, from whence these imported plants also came to be an integral part of the 
gardens of early Tasmania. The ‘cargo’ of our vessel will be a large representative collection of 
these Chinese native plants.  
 

 

The interior of the project with a cut-out in the roof membrane to show the courtyard which is an ‘interior / exterior’ 
Chinese garden 

China is the second largest country on earth and contains almost every known eco-region... 
deserts, steppes, plains, tropical forests, temperate forests, boreal forests, mountains, and coastal 
areas. With the very first major division of the continents between 80 and 200 million years ago, 
primordial flora was permanently divided and evolved in separate directions and China was 
extremely lucky and received a large share of the plant kingdom. Today there are more Chinese 
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native plants (some 31,000 species or 12% of all known plants) Roughly 10,000 of these species 
live nowhere else on earth. 

 
A Suchow Garden as a painted map 

Gardens have been a very important part of Chinese culture since its very beginning. The gardens 
were from the very beginning made into spaces for social and literary gatherings, and places for 
scholarship. Along with Taoism, which is essentially about ‘man in nature’, Confucius was also 
instrumental in forming attitudes which were to find their way into early garden designs.  

The great Han scholar Tung Chung-shu (BC 179 to 104) was a Confucian follower and worked on 
the Confucian classic ‘Spring and Autumn Annals’ in order to produce one of the first recorded 
gardens. Although there are no drawings of this garden, from the literature one can speculate that 
the Confucian values have meant the celebration of the ‘simple and ancient’ and these would have 
found visual references to early Chinese farming and horticulture. Some of the great Suchow 
gardens are actually named after Confucian ideas, and the intent of this development is to take 
appropriate elements of Confucian thought and merge them into a garden that bridges 
Chambroad’s culture and contemporary Tasmanian values.  

In the 18th century there was great international interest in ancient Chinese plants and trees, and 
the English collectors led by Joseph Hooker introduced many historic Chinese plants into British 
and colonial gardens, and we see that celebrating this horticultural transformation from a 
contemporary Chinese perspective will produce a truly unique guest environment.  
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infill patterning to the main hotel facades 
It is proposed that all facades will be fully glazed to the hotel and serviced apartments. The 
restraint for the glass will be through traditional aluminium commercial glazing systems with a 
supporting thermal break timber backing frame, but what will be unusual is that in the facades for 
the hotel itself, the panels will echo in a contemporary way the most famous of all the traditional 
Chinese timber screen patterns, the ‘cracked ice pattern’.   

 

 

                                  

       Traditional Chinese Cracked Ice Pattern screens and doors 

To someone who knows traditional Chinese decorative screens, their lineage will be obvious, but 
otherwise, they will be an interesting way of creating an infill glazing system, which will obviously 
visually relate to the Southern Ocean’s icy waters. 
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French architect Jean Nouvel’s National Museum in Beijing, which uses traditional Chinese screen patterns (although not 
Cracked Ice) 

Similarly the external vertical sunscreens on the Serviced Apartments Building, replicate in 
abstract way the basic form of a bamboo grove. 

first thoughts about the construction materials and process 
It is very early days as to the general nature of the construction.  

We imagine the external roof is a gently undulating galvanised steel circular ring beam, that in 
effect forms a perimeter of a saddle (hyperbolic parabaloid) shaped fabric membrane made out of 
heavy duty Mehler Valmex or equal fabric, with the ring supported by a radiating forest of sloping 
perimeter columns.  
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These sloping perimeter columns will support the external glazed wall which fans around the 
entire perimeter.  

Chambroad has been experimenting with the latest technology in engineered timber, buying a 
complete production facility from Germany and establishing a new factory in Shandong.  We as 
architects have been very impressed with the potential of this very innovative material, known as 
Chambroad Wooden Base, which is a form of recombinant timber. In essence we believe that it 
might be used in the same manner as Cross Laminated Timber (CLT), an engineered timber with 
which we are very familiar. How the actual use of this material will work itself into the building 
designs is something we will be considering in due course. 

 

Chambroad Wooden Base recombinant timber 
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in conclusion 
As the reader will have gleaned from the previous notes, this project will have many more wide-
ranging aspects associated with it than if it were simply another corporate project where there are 
overseas investors.  

The implications of the School of Hospitality linked to a new international standard hotel operating 
in Hobart are potentially immense. The school would provide an unprecedented opportunity to 
gain experience at a world-leading hospitality training facility that will help Tasmanians looking for a 
future in our tourism and hospitality sectors and enhance Tasmania’s growing reputation as a 
destination of choice for international students. Hospitality students will study and work 
throughout the hotel and in formal lecture theatres.  

Earlier this year in China the Premier witnessed the Coordinator-General sign an initial Heads of 
Agreement between TasTAFE and Chambroad and discussions ensued regarding plans to set up 
and run a sister institution in China as well as opportunities in Tasmania for utilising technology 
developed by Chambroad for creating strong cross laminated timber products.  These developing 
cross-cultural ties will have important implications in diverse economic areas. 

I believe this project can produce an internationally innovative building that is still grounded in its 
unique Tasmanian location, and needless to say, this is really exciting…. 

 

 
Prof. Robert Morris-Nunn. 
Hunter Developments & Circa Morris Nunn, Architects. 
 
22 November 2016 
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